President’s Message
Dear MaFLA and friends,
As I sit to write to you, I'm on a train en route to NECTFL's conference. It's a beautiful day with the sun glistening off the water on the
left and little pockets of snow on the right. I'm honored to be working with Eileen Glisan to present a workshop on integrating Meaningful Context, a high leverage teaching practice from Dr. Glisan &
Dr. Donato's second volume, Enacting the work. Since I post monthly newsy-letters for you on our site and social media, I thought I'd
take the space in the newsletter to share what I've learned in preparing for the workshop. In the book, the SPEAKING model (a mnemonic created by Hymes) reminds us to incorporate the following in
our unit, lesson, task, and assessment design: setting and scene,
participants, ends, acts sequence, key, instrumentalities, norms, &
genre. When I first interacted with this list, I felt the age of the research (1974) via its nomenclature. But in reimagining his ideas
with the terminology we use today, I found the recommendation tremendously helpful.
SPE (setting / scene / participants / ends), I have renamed as the 5 Ws: who, what, where, when, and
why.
A (acts) becomes Language Functions
K & N (key, norms) are your practices and perspectives
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Unfortunately, the more approachable terms don't lend
themselves to a clever mnemonic, but they have helped
me find a richer, more meaningful context for my lesson
design. Let's take the unit I'm working on now with my
sophomores, Representation. We're talking about the
explosion of art movements around Napoleon's reign
and the impact both had. We could apply the SPEAKING
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President’s Message
5Ws: students are participating in a
conversation during class on Monday to dig deeper into their personal opinions about representation.
We've been preparing for this with
group discussions on various pieces
of art and fashion each class.
Language Functions: describing,
agree/disagree, give examples, express opinions
3Ps: this is an informal conversation among teens, so less specific
vocabulary and simpler language
functions to be expected as the purpose is to exchange ideas
Mode: Interpersonal Speaking
Text Type: simple or complex sentences connected by an idea
While this may feel like yesterday's
news, the audience's impact on the
3Ps is what has drawn my attention. Glisan & Donato point out
that the norms of different cultures, when not thought about in
concert with the other elements,
can end up disrupting our goals.
Here, I'm setting up the context as
a conversation among friends/
classmates. But imagining for a
moment that we changed the "who"
to two participants on a blind date,
you can imagine that the agree/
disagree language function may not
occur. So, if I'm looking for more
formal language or slightly different language functions, something
else in the list must change. A more
comical example, perhaps, is from
my own life. My optometrist was
my friend first and we've known
each other for over a decade. He

doesn't bat an eyelash when he tells
me "Bex -- wear your glasses when
driving at night" whereas a doctor I
don't know as well or one who practices in a different culture would not
use a command, but perhaps a
couched suggestion, such as:
"People find that even small prescriptions can help improve their
vision, particularly at night." (NB:
Neither would have worked -- it's
rare I put them on!). When we don't
plan our unit design thinking about
the cultural base, authentic resources from which to pull structures and language chunks, tasks,
and assessments, we end up backing
ourselves into a corner when we try
to create a cohesive unit.
We can take this a step beyond the
Backwards Design framework and
into current research on
Translanguaging. As Kate Seltzer &
Beth Wassell wrote in the Winter
2022 The Language Educator article, "Toward an Antiracist World
Language Classroom: A
Translanguaging Approach", we can
"shift from teaching bounded, discrete, stagnant, named languages
and cultures" to "leverage the language practices and meaningmaking students are already doing
in their everyday lives," proving language to be "flexible, responsive,
and multimodal". This is underscored in my expectations of the
chat. My students make meaning
every day with other students who
have different dominant languages,
and that is not an occurrence limited
to Lexington. Students who do not
speak the same language at home

can still engage in deep discussions. Similarly, when I come
home at the end of the day and
share my joys and challenges
with my husband, he does not
judge me for changing topics
without a transition word or
topic sentence. So why am I
asking that of students in an
informal discussion? I encourage you to research more on
translanguaging, as this paragraph is applying one small
principle to my own experience
of enacting Glisan and Donato's
recommendations.
Zooming back out to the
SPEAKING model itself, I encourage you to take a single
task in your classroom and see
if you can share with students
all the elements. Or, reverse the
tables and show students a culturally rich clip for them to
name the elements themselves!
As we continue to develop rich
contexts for our students to
learn through and communicate in, we offer them ways to
interact with folks in more
meaningful ways. Personally, I
look forward to meaningful interactions -- particularly at
NECTFL this weekend, whether
in the context of my workshop
or standing in the coffee line. If
you catch me in the first, I'll be
bushy-eyed and ensuring I
don't end the sentences with a
preposition in the formal
Presentational Speaking mode.
However, in the morning coffee
line, you'll be lucky if I end my
sentences at all.
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Are you excited to showcase your amazing teachers and outstanding students?
Check out the awards available in this newsletter starting on page 13 with the
MaFLA/Cemanahuac Scholarship!
Emily Kammerer was the recipient of the 2020 MaFLA/Cemanahuac scholarship. She attended the Cemanahuac July
teachers’ seminar. This same seminar will be hosted again this year at Cemenahuac for teachers in July 2022. The
seminar will emphasize the culture of Mexico with practical ideas for incorporating the customs and culture of Mexico
into the Spanish language curriculum in the United States. Thanks Emily for sharing this article about your experience
at Cemanahuac with MaFLA Newsletter readers.

ALL STUDENT AND TEACHER AWARDS CAN BE FOUND ON THE MaFLA WEBSITE!
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WELCOME TO OUR NEW BOARD MEMBERS!

Wan Wang
Hi, my name is Wan Wang. I grew up in China and came to the US
for the graduate program of Special Education at Boston College
in 2008. After I earned my master degree, I joined Pioneer Valley
Chinese Immersion Charter school in Hadley, MA, and taught 1st
grade for two years. Then I became a K-4 Mandarin teacher at Driscoll school in Brookline for 9 years. This year is the first year I taught
middle school 6th to 8th grade Mandarin at Pierce school in Brookline. I am also a member of the district-wide Brookline Educators for
Educator Diversity (BEED) Team. When I am not teaching, I like to
spend time with my family. My husband and I have two little boys, 4
and 5 years old, and a black lab named Lily. We like cooking, traveling and visiting museums together.

Caitlin Follett
Caitlin has been a Latin teacher at Longmeadow High School since
2020. She graduated from Princeton University in 2007 with a degree
in Civil & Environmental Engineering and a minor in the Language &
Culture of Ancient Rome. After a few years in the field of engineering,
she decided to pursue her true passion, teaching. She split her course
load between Chemistry and Latin for ten years before she accepted a
position to teach Latin full-time at LHS, where she also serves as the

Liliane Duséwoir
Liliane Duséwoir was born in Belgium, in a bilingual family, French and Spanish,
and gained at a young age an immense curiosity about languages and a fascination
for non-native speakers’ challenges, starting with her own parents’. She has been
teaching French and Spanish since 2003 at all levels of proficiency, at Brown University, Holy Cross and Boston University. She specializes in teaching the graphic
novel genre and is passionate about technology, augmented and virtual reality applied to language acquisition. She is adamant about inclusivity, especially of our
gender fluid students. She is a member of FLIP, the Foreign Language Inclusive
Pedagogy group of Vassar College, and has presented numerous workshops to help
colleague language educators with this important dimension. She also advocates
regularly with publishing companies of Foreign Language textbooks for more representation and inclusion.
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WELCOME TO OUR NEW BOARD MEMBERS!
Christina Toro
Christina Toro has been a Spanish teacher at Arlington High School for the
past 10 years. Christina initially studied International Relations at American
University in Washington, DC and even worked at the Embassy of Mexico, as
the administrative assistant to the Cultural Minister. However, a career in diplomacy was not meant to be. She returned to Massachusetts and decided to
try a career in education. She immediately fell in love with teaching Spanish.
From there, she enrolled in the MAT-Spanish program at Salem State University graduating in 2010. It was during this time that she became involved in
MaFLA. She started to present at the conference and for two years in 20112012, served as the Advocacy Intern. After over ten years of presenting, she
decided it was time to give back to MaFLA and applied to serve on the Board of
Directors. She looks forward to sharing her knowledge and experience with the
Board. She currently lives in Waltham with her Colombian husband and her
four children.

Danja Mahoney
Danja Mahoney has been teaching Latin, French, Spanish, and English at
Reading Memorial High School for 16 years. She is a graduate of Grinnell
College (Iowa) majoring in Classics, and UMass Amherst with an MAT in
Latin and the Classical Humanities. Danja is currently completing her
doctorate in Educational Leadership, PreK-12 at Endicott College. Her
areas of interest involve the intersection of language learning and special
education. Danja is passionate about the processes of second language
acquisition, proficiency methods, and supporting language teacher development. She is excited to join the board and collaborate with language
educators diverse communities and experiences. She lives in Andover
with her husband, two children, a very big dog and a mild mannered cat.

Diane Mehegan
For as long as I can remember, I wanted to be a teacher. I began my journey as an educator in
1977 as a bilingual elementary teacher in Holyoke, teaching reading and mathematics in Spanish to bilingual 5th and 6th grade students from Puerto Rico. From there, my experience includes teaching English as a second language to secondary international students, teaching
Spanish and ESL at the middle and high school levels, and finally my current position as World
Language and ESL Curriculum Supervisor. My undergraduate work was in Spanish and my
graduate degree is in teaching ESL. To be able to supervise both fields, in the new environment
of teaching for proficiency, has been a fantastic opportunity.
I lived and taught in St. Croix and Belgium before settling down in Duxbury, in the house I
grew up in, to raise a family. My husband and I are parents of three grown children, all of
whom have a second language that they use in their careers in medicine and engineering, and
this year was blessed with my first grandchild. You may often see me with my knitting or weaving projects, but I also enjoy gardening, sailing, and, of course, spending as much time with my
family as possible!
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WELCOME TO OUR NEW BOARD MEMBERS!
Dr. Aradhana Mudambi
Dr. Aradhana Mudambi is an accomplished, multilingual educator and social justice activist.
She is the proud owner of Social Justice and Education. She is currently the Director of Multilingual Education at Framingham Public Schools, Adjunct Professor of Intercultural Communications at Eastern Connecticut State University, and Vice President of the Multistate Association for Bilingual Education, Northeast. She has extensive experience writing grants for language acquisition programs. She is also an experienced advocate for Dual Language Education and World Languages, having been invited recently to speak at institutions such as Harvard University and the National Association of Bilingual Education.

Akilah Cobham
Akilah Cobham is a Spanish teacher in the Boston Public Schools. She has a passion
for keeping her teaching vibrant and relevant. Her focus on awakening students’ curiosity about studying a foreign language through a racial social justice lens is also
visible in the ways she supports and motivates colleagues to be impactful educators.
Akilah is excited to bring her leadership/coaching skills, and experiences in a city
school district to the MaFLA board. She looks forward to serving as an advocate for
adopting universal racial and cultural equity practices in World Language classrooms.
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A TRIBUTE TO TIM EAGAN
2021 DISTINGUISHED SERVICE RECIPIENT
By Joyce Beckwith

September 11, 2021

When Beckie emailed me yesterday afternoon to ask me to
say a few words about Tim, whom I had nominated for the
Distinguished Service Award several months before, it took
me by surprise. Since I had nothing prepared, I googled
Timothy Eagan and found he was a gourmet executive chef
in St. Louis who had built an empire of 4-star restaurants as
well as a famous author of 8 New York Times best selling
books, the last appropriately entitled “The Immortal Irishman.” Many of us know that our Tim Eagan is a “foodie”
and appreciates fine dining, and he can certainly write –
maybe not novels, but all of the workshops which he has presented for MaFLA and other state
and national associations have always been outstanding, especially the 6-hour ones he organized for new teachers.
But who is the real Tim Eagan? For me, he has always been a confidante, a trusted colleague, a
“Jack of all Trades,” who kept the Summer Institute afloat for many years before Lasell built
their new Sci-Tech Center, running into classrooms at Winslow Hall to reboot computers which
conked out on a regular basis, a go-between facilitator at the Proficiency Academy at Westfield
when participants had complaints and turned to me, and I ran to Tim who smoothed things
over, a strong leader who during a difficult period at MaFLA, after serving as a Director for 4
years, agreed to step in as our President-Elect and then became our President, and afterwards
volunteered to Chair the Needs and Policies Committee, a thankless and demanding job where
he streamlined the Bluebook, someone always available to help at any Professional Development event, especially with the tech component at past Conferences. When MaFLA asked Tim
to do something, he always came through with a smile! I’m sure the word NO must be part of
his vocabulary, but I have never heard it!
After 10 plus years of service to MaFLA as an Officer, Director, Adjunct and Presidential Appointee, Tim has moved on to NADSFL where he is now their Secretary. How lucky are they!
Tim, we thank you for all of your contributions to our association. You will always be part of our
MaFLA family and you truly deserve the honor of being selected MaFLA’s 2021 Distinguished
Service recipient! Congratulations and BRAVO!
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MAFLA WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS ITS SINCERE
THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES AND
ORGANIZATIONS WHOSE LOYAL SUPPORT MADE
OUR 2021 CONFERENCE POSSIBLE

Platinum Sponsor

Salem State University’s Online Master
of Arts in Teaching Spanish Program

Gold Sponsor

Idioma Education & Consulting

Click on the sponsor’s images above to take your directly to their website!
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MAFLA WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS ITS SINCERE
THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES AND
ORGANIZATIONS WHOSE LOYAL SUPPORT MADE
OUR 2021 CONFERENCE POSSIBLE
Silver Sponsor
Avant Assessment
Escuela De Idiomas Carlos V
Vista Higher Learning
Xperitas

Supporting Sponsors
Jumpstreet Educational Tours
Sans LIVE Language Lab On-Demand (Chester Technical Services)
Wayside Publishing

Click on the sponsor’s images above to take your directly to their website!
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Cemanahuac / MaFLA Award
Two weeks at Cemanahuac Language School
- Cuernavaca, Mexico
By Emily Kammerer

My two weeks in Cuernavaca, Mexico with the
Cemanahuac Language School were exactly what I
was hoping for. My goal was to learn more about the
culture of Mexico, and I was not disappointed! When
I arrived at the school, the coordinator asked us
individually what we would like to focus on in this
program, and grouped us accordingly. I learned a lot
about Mexican culture through the classes and
professors, as well as the many afternoon and
weekend excursions we participated in. I took part in
the summer program for teachers, and I enjoyed
getting to know so many Spanish teachers from
around the country and sharing our favorite lessons
and games. I was able to explore a few nearby towns
surrounding Cuernavaca with the group and also
spend a day touring Mexico City with Cemanahuac’s
Xochimilco
founder, Charles Goff, guiding us. I learned a lot
about the history and culture of Mexico that I would
not have known about without this program, and was able to experience so many
aspects of the beautiful country and culture. I am so appreciative of Cemanahuac
and MAFLA for this opportunity, and highly recommend it to anyone of any level
who wants to learn more about Mexican culture.
Some highlights of my trip were:

Xochimilco- A beautiful Aztec Canal system with colorful handmade boats,
traditionally named for women, that take trips down the canal; you can bring a
picnic and dine on these boats while mariachis serenade you, and maybe even see
the Island of the Dolls.
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Cemanahuac / MaFLA Award
Visiting a temazcal- I had never heard of a temazcal, but
learned it is based on an indigenous ritual that is believed
to have healing properties for the body and spirit. We were
able to learn about and experience this tradition in Cuernavaca. It is not for the faint of heart, but it is a unique
and memorable experience.

El temazcal

The Bazaar Sabado- a famous Saturday market that has
been a tradition in Mexico City for 60 years. It is a beautiful location and an amazing shopping experience. I
would go back in a heartbeat when I return to Mexico
City.

El famoso Bazaar Sábado

My host family- Welcoming, warm and informative, they cooked a variety of authentic Mexican dishes each night, and were eager to converse at every meal and share
stories about themselves and their lives. I
can’t say enough good things about Irma
and her family. Some new dishes I enjoyed
with them were huaraches and sopes.

Host mom Irma, fellow teacher, and I
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Cemanahuac / MaFLA Award
Sharing this experience with my students:
A large focus of the program was on the indigenous history in Mexico. Some ways I am already incorporating this into my classes are by
focusing on adding authentic Mexican clothing
and foods during different units. My students
can already identify and name 5 different types
of authentic Mexican clothing that are worn
and sold in Mexico, such as “el huipil” and “el
huarache”, as easily as they can identify
“camisa” and “zapatos”.

They are also learning about the indigenous origins of many clothes and food Mexicans still wear
and eat today, and the indigenous roots of many
Spanish words used in Mexico. I am using these
as lessons of how Mexicans have held on to many
aspects of indigenous traditions and how this enriches the culture and identity of Mexico.
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Cemanahuac / MaFLA Award
Are you looking to improve your proficiency in Spanish? Are you a French/German/Italian/Latin or other language teacher who has recently discovered that you are teaching a few classes in Spanish? Are you interested in
expanding your knowledge of Mexico and its culture? Then perhaps you are the perfect candidate for this cooperative effort between the Cemanahuac Educational Community and MaFLA. For the twenty-fourth year the Cemanahuac Educational Community in Cuernavaca, Mexico, is offeringa full two-week scholarship for a MaFLA member.
The scholarship is for two weeks of intensive Spanish language study in Cuernavaca. Family housing (double
room), Cemanahuac’s Latin American studies classes, one field trip, a certificate of achievement, and registration
are included. The value of this scholarship is $810.00. The recipient can attend Cemanahuacany time during 2022
and, if he/she wishes to stay beyond the two weeks, Cemanahuac will offer the recipient a reduced tuition fee. Winner is responsible for air transportation, transfer to Cuernavaca, textbook and personal expenses.
Eligibility: The applicant must be a member in good standing of MaFLA; be a full-time teacher in a public or private school,elementary through high school level during the 2021-22 school year; and must carry a teaching load of
at least 40% Spanish classes. Applicant must also be willing to share his/her experience by presenting a session at
the MaFLA Conference or by writing an article for the MaFLA Newsletter.
The selection committee will be composed of members of the MaFLA Board of Directors and will consider:
• merit as evidenced by professional commitment to and involvement in the teaching of Spanish;
• need for an immersion experience in Mexico;
• how the applicant perceives that the experience will enhance his/her teaching as expressed in a personal statement
written in Spanish;
• evidence of institutional support, in the form of a letter of recommendation from the applicant’s department
chairperson or principal;
• willingness of the selected teacher to provide a session at the annual MaFLA Conference or submit an article to
the MaFLA Newsletter.

Cemanahuac Scholarship Application Form

Please print or type
Name:
Home Address:
School Name:
School Address:
Classes taught in 2021-22:
Years teaching: full time

Email:

Phone:
Phone:

part time

Years teaching Spanish at least 40% of load

If awarded the scholarship, I agree to make a presentation at the annual MaFLA Conference and/or write an article for theMaFLA newsletter on my
immersion experience.
Signature

Please submit the following with your application

Cover Letter: Please submit a cover letter, in English, with a Curriculum Vitae listing your educational degrees, professional
activities, membership in professional organizations, and any other information you think would help the committee in evaluating
your application.
Immersion Experience: List experience in a Spanish-speaking country or in the US. Include dates of undergraduate and graduate study, personal and school-affiliated travel, and work.
Statement: Write a 200-word statement in Spanish describing what you would expect to gain from studying in Cuernavaca
and how the experience would enhance your teaching.
Recommendation: Include with your application a letter of support, in a sealed envelope, from your department chairperson or
principal.
Submit the application form and supporting materials by May 1, 2022 to:Ronie R. Webster, 41 Glenn Drive, Wilbraham, MA 01095-1439

The winning candidate will be notified by June 1, 2022.
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MaFLA Past Presidents’ Awards
Premise
Awards are given to high school students who have demonstrated excellence in world language study and service/
leadership within their schools.
Criteria for Past Presidents’ Award
1. Student must be a senior in high school who has completed the last sequence of that language.
2. Student must have studied a world language for a minimum of three sequential levels (Spanish I, II, III, for example). The only exception will be for students who study a critical language which has a program of only two
years in scope (Chinese I, Chinese II, for example).
3. Student must be planning to continue world language study at the college level.
4. Student must have achieved a 90% average in the world language over the 3+ years of study.
5. Student must have demonstrated service to or leadership within the department, school and/or community.
Some examples are language club officer, tutor, etc.
6. Student must be able to articulate in an essay of 250 words the importance of world language study. This topic
may be treated either globally or personally. Some examples are:
The Importance of World Language Study in Today’s Changing World
The Importance of World Language Study in My Life
7. Nominating teacher must be a member of MaFLA. Only one candidate per school should be submitted for consideration.
Application Must Be Submitted with PDF of the following:
1. Official high school student transcript (including first semester grades for current academic year).
2. Student essay of not more than 250 words on the importance of world language study (in English).
3. A single page letter of support from the nominating teacher which should include evidence of student’s leadership/service to
department, school and/or community.
4. A signed statement from the student indicating his/her intention to continue worl language studies in college
Prizes
• MaFLA awards up to four awards of $500.00 annually in honor of our past presidents.
• Winners will be honored at the MaFLA Fall Conference.
• All entrants will receive a notification of nomination and a letter of appreciation. In addition, letters of appreciation will be sent
to the principal and superintendent of participating schools.
• Winners will be posted on MaFLA.org.
Contact

Contact Joyce Beckwith with any questions.
To apply online click HERE.
APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED BY: APRIL 15, 2022
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MaFLA Student Award Certificates
The MaFLA Board of Directors has established an awards program for students of world languages in public and
private schools in Massachusetts. Award categories are:
1. One award for excellence for each language per school. This certificate is conferred upon the student who has
demonstrated excellence (highest achievement) in the most advanced course of each language taught in each
school.
2. One award per high school to a student who has distinguished him/herself for leadership in world language activities. Any public or private school in Massachusetts wishing to recognize academic excellence and leadership in
world language activities by awarding the MaFLA award certificates should complete the form provided and return
it to the address on the form. Individual certificates, signed by a member of the Board of Directors of MaFLA, will
be sent for presentation to students. Each school is eligible to make one award for excellence in each language
taught (no ties, please). Each high school is eligible to make one award per school for leadership (no ties, please) in
world language activities.
The Board of Directors has established the following criteria which each award recipient’s school must meet:
a. Nominees must be public or private school students in Massachusetts.
b. Recipients of the Award for Excellence must be enrolled in the most advanced course offered in their school of
the language for which they have been selected to receive the award.
c. Recipients of the Award for Leadership for world language activities may be enrolled in any high school world
language course but must demonstrate leadership in world language activities. No more than one award per high
school per year will be granted for leadership.
d. Recipients are to be selected by the world language faculty of their respective schools. Criteria for determining
highest achievement shall be determined by the local school’s world language department.
e. Schools participating in the awards program must have at least one current MaFLA member on their world language staffs. Application for awards must be made through this member.
f. The deadline for request for 2021-2022 certificates is May 15, 2022.
***************************** MaFLA STUDENT AWARD FORM *******************************
As a current member of MaFLA and the person representing my school’s world language department, I nominate the students
named below for MaFLA awards. I certify that the criteria outlined by the MaFLA Board of Directors have been met by the
nominees and by their school.
MUST BE TYPED! (or submit online via mafla.org)
I. Awards for Excellence:
Student(s) Nominated

Language(s)

Course(s)

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
II. Award for Leadership (High School):
Student Nominated Language(s) Course(s)
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Nominator’s Name:___________________________ Membership Expires: ___________________________
School:_____________________________________ Phone: ______________________________________
School Address: __________________________________________________________________________
Email: ____________________________________ Signature: ____________________________________

Deadline for submissions: May 15

Contact Christina Toro

PLEASE NOTE: YOUR MEMBERSHIP MUST BE CURRENT

Submit Online Here
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MaFLA Essay Contest
Premise
MaFLA wants to raise students’ awareness of the role that world languages play in the state, and to involve students and
teachers more actively in that purpose. Students submitting these essays should consider what the theme means to them.
How does it apply to your everyday experience with learning another language and how does it fit in with ultimate goals
around language? All world language teachers of Massachusetts are invited to get their students involved in celebrating the
theme!
Summary
Students must demonstrate the ability to be effective communicators in the State of Massachusetts. MaFLA is pleased to offer
this exciting opportunity for all students in public and private schools in Massachusetts to participate in our essay contest.
We encourage MaFLA members to work in collaboration with their ELA teachers.
In each of the divisions outlined below students will have the opportunity to demonstrate in English how they understand
and interpret the current theme of the year in order to raise awareness of the role that world languages play nationally and
internationally. Students may be entered in one of four specific categories corresponding to their grade level below.
Contest Guidelines
1. Each entry must be an original work of a current world language student (including students enrolled in an ESL class)
whose teacher is currently a MaFLA member.
2. No group entries will be accepted. NEW THIS YEAR - LIMIT: TWO (2) entries per teacher per school.(e.g. a teacher who
teaches in both a high school and a middle school will be able to submit up to four entries, two per building)
3. Teacher must submit the official entry via the Google Form below (including any PDFs or JPGs of items that require a signature with their entries as stated below).
4. All entries become the property of MaFLA.
5. Essays must be written in English. Essays must state theme and content must be relevant to the theme.
6. Essays must have a title, be typed/word processed (Times New Roman font at 12 points) and double spaced.
7. If outside sources are used, they must be cited appropriately. Plagiarism will be grounds for immediate disqualification.
Divisions and Corresponding Essay Lengths
Elementary School - Grades K-5: Maximum of 150 words
Middle School - Grades 6-8: Maximum of 250 words

High School - Grades 9-12: Maximum of 350 words
College or University - Grades 13-16: Maximum of 350 words

Judging Criteria
• Topic Development

• Use of Language (English)

• Organization

• Conventions

Prizes
• One essay will be selected as Essay of the Year; author will receive a check for $50.00; The winning essay will be featured at
the MaFLA Conference.
• There will be only one winner per division. For the division producing the Essay of the Year no division award will be given.
• Division winners for the contest will receive a check for $25.00. These awards may be presented by a MaFLA Board Member at the student’s school awards ceremony in the spring.
• Several Honorable Mention essays will be selected and featured at the MaFLA Fall Conference.
• All entrants will receive a certificate of participation. A letter of appreciation will be sent to all MaFLA members whose students participate in the contests. In addition, letters of appreciation will be sent to the principal and superintendent of participating schools.
• Winners will be posted on mafla.org.
Contact - for any questions or concerns: Caitlin Follett

Entry Form Link

DEADLINE for submission: May 1
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MaFLA Digital Art Contest
Premise
In the state of Massachusetts, students need to demonstrate the ability to use technology for the purpose of communication,
collaboration, creativity, and innovation. Consequently, through the use of a variety of media formats students develop technology skills that enable them to communicate effectively, to multiple audiences, a variety of information and ideas to satisfy
both world language and technology standards.

Summary
This year we are introducing our first digital art contest! Similar to the Poster Contest, this is intended to allow students to
demonstrate the effect that being multilingual and multicultural has in our global society through a digital art form! Students submitting these original images should consider what the theme means to them and the importance of being multilingual. How does it apply to your everyday experience with learning another language and how does it fit in with ultimate
goals around language? All world language teachers of Massachusetts are invited to get their students involved in celebrating the theme! Please, feel free to collaborate with your digital arts teachers as well!
Students may be entered in one of four specific categories corresponding to their grade level below
Elementary School - Students in grades Pre-K-5

High School - Students in grades 9-12

Middle School - Students in grades 6-8

College or University - Grades 13-16

Prizes
• One entry will be selected as Digital Image of the Year; that artist will receive a check for $50
• There will be only 1 winner per division. For the division producing the Image of the Year, no division award will be given.
• Division winners for the contest will receive a check for $25.00. These awards may be presented by a MaFLA Board Member at the student’s school awards ceremony in the spring.
• Several Honorable Mention images will be selected and featured at the MaFLA Fall Conference.
• All entrants will receive a certificate of participation.

Contest Guidelines
1. Participation is limited to students attending public, charter, or private schools, who are enrolled in a Pre-K – 16 world
language class at the time of submission.
2. Teachers will submit student entries, and must be members in good standing with MaFLA.
3. The format of the Digital Image should be a high quality JPG or PDF.
4. No group entries, one student per entry.
5. This should not be a scan of a drawn image, but rather a digitally created file.
6. Participating teachers need to fill out the Contest Entry Form to the contest chair Carlos-Luis Brown.
7. Submissions that do not meet these guidelines will not be considered.
8. Limit: Two (2) entries per Teacher (must be a current MaFLA member) per school. If a teacher teaches in two schools (e.g
a middle school and a high school) he/she will be allowed to submit 4 entries, 2 per building.
Click HERE for a PDF of judging criteria.
Contact - Carlos-Luis Brown - Entry Form
DEADLINE for submission: May 1
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MaFLA Video Contest
Premise
In the state of Massachusetts, students need to demonstrate the ability to use technology for the purpose of communication,
collaboration, creativity, and innovation. Consequently, through the use of a variety of media formats, students develop technology skills that enable them to communicate effectively, to multiple audiences, a variety of information and ideas to satisfy
both world language and technology standards.

Summary
Video production is a method of communication that is used more and more and it allows anyone to create video files and
post them to the Internet for others to download and listen to/view at any time. MaFLA is pleased to offer an exciting opportunity for all students in public and private schools in Massachusetts to participate in a video contest. In a two-minute video,
students will have the opportunity to demonstrate in English or a another world language how they understand and interpret the current theme of the year in order to raise awareness of the role that world languages play nationally and internationally.

Contest Guidelines
1. Participation is limited to students attending public or private schools who are enrolled in a Pre-K – 16 world language
class at the time of submission.
2. Teachers will submit student entries, and must be members in good standing with MaFLA.
3. The total video length is not to exceed 2 minutes in English/world language.
4. A maximum of 2 students can perform on one video entry for 6-12.
5. K-5 teachers can submit a “Classroom” entry that demonstrates the Theme of the year. Please note, waivers must be
signed for any/ all students visible in the video.
6. Participating teachers need to fill out the Contest Entry Form to the contest chair Carlos-Luis Brown.
7. Note: all submissions must be a YouTube link (select Unlisted, not public or private).
8. Submissions that do not meet these guidelines will not be considered.
9. Limit: Two (2) entries per Teacher (must be a current MaFLA member) per school. If a teacher teaches in two schools (e.g
a middle school and a high school) he/she will be allowed to submit 4 entries, 2 per building.

Divisions
Elementary School - Grades K-5 High School - Grades 9-12
Middle School - Grades 6-8 College or University - Ideal for students travelling abroad

Suggested Activities
A speech/soliloquy/address An advertisement A song (includes raps) A poem A public service announcement A skit
For K-5 teachers, please consider demonstrating the theme in your elementary classrooms as an alternative to students creating their own videos.

Prizes
• A MaFLA committee will select one winner in each of the four divisions. The prize for the winner in each category will be
$50 awarded to the student creator of the video (to be split if there are 2 students).
• The videos of the winners, and the 2 runners-up from each category may be showcased in an area of the MaFLA website.
• Several honorable mention videos will be selected and featured at the MaFLA Fall Conference.
• All entrants will receive a certificate of participation.
• A letter of appreciation will be sent to all MaFLA members whose students participate in the contest. In addition, letters of
appreciation will be sent to the principal and superintendent of participating schools.
• Winners will be posted on mafla.org. Certificates and acknowledgments will be sent out at a later date.

Contact - Carlos-Luis Brown

Entry Form

DEADLINE for submission: May 1
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MaFLA Poster Contest
Premise
MaFLA wants to raise students’ awareness of the role that world languages play in the state, and to involve students and teachers
more actively in that purpose. The Poster Contest is intended to allow students to demonstrate the effect that being multilingual
and multicultural has in our global society. Students submitting these posters should consider what the theme means to them and
the importance of being multilingual. How does it apply to your everyday experience with learning another language and how does
it fit in with ultimate goals around language?
Summary
Students must demonstrate the ability to be effective communicators in the State of Massachusetts. MaFLA is pleased to offer this
exciting opportunity for all students in public, charter and private schools in Massachusetts to participate in our Poster Contest.
In each of the divisions outlined below students will have the opportunity to demonstrate via visual arts how they understand and
interpret the current theme of the year in order to raise awareness of the role that world languages play nationally and internationally. Students may be entered in one of four specific categories corresponding to their grade level below.
Contest Guidelines
1. Each entry must be an original work of a current world language student (including students enrolled in an ESL
class) whose teacher is currently a MaFLA member. No group entries will be accepted.
2. Limit: Two (2) entries per teacher (must be a current MaFLA member) per school. If a teacher teaches in two schools (e.g a middle school and a high school) he/she will be allowed to submit 4 entries, 2 per building.
3. Teachers are required to put the requested information on the back of the poster securely.
4. All entries become the property of MaFLA.
5. All posters must incorporate the exact wording of the theme.
6. Posters must measure the standard poster size of 22" x 28" and have a flat surface with no moving parts. No three-dimensional
posters will be accepted.
7. Use lightweight poster material. Posters should be mailed in a 3” or larger tube.
8. Paints, markers, pencils, crayons, inks, gel pens may be used. Glitter, glue, charcoals, or tape on the front of the poster will not be
accepted nor will computer generated posters.
9. Illustrations must be used in addition to words and must be relevant to the theme.
10. There must be a TWO inch margin on all sides free of design and lettering.
11. No copyrighted figures such as Snoopy, Disney characters, Family Guy, Simpsons etc. may be used.
12. Damaged posters will be disqualified.
13. Teachers must submit a high quality picture of the poster with the entry.
14. Teacher must fill out the conference entry from linked below, print out the completed form and mail it, with the poster, to the
address on the form.
Please note: Any posters that do not meet all of the above criteria will be disqualified.
MaFLA Poster Contest
Divisions
Elementary School - Grades K-5 High School - Grades 9-12
Middle School - Grades 6-8 College or University - Grades 13-16
Prizes
• One poster will be selected as Poster of the Year; that artist will receive a check for $50; poster will be displayed at the MaFLA
Conference.
• There will be only one winner per division. For the division producing the Poster of the Year, no division award will be given).
• Divisional winners will receive a check for $25. These awards may be presented by a MaFLA Board Member at the student’s
school awards ceremony in the spring.
• All entrants will receive a certificate of participation.
• A letter of appreciation will be sent to all MaFLA members whose students participate in the contest. In addition, letters of appreciation will be sent to the principal and superintendent of participating schools.
Contact - for any questions or concerns Akilah Cobham Email: acobhammafla@gmail.com Entry Form and Instructions
for Mailing
DEADLINE for submission: May 1
MASSACHUSETTS FOREIGN LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION
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New Teacher Commendation
FOR EXCELLENCE IN WORLD LANGUAGE TEACHING
Four Complimentary Three-Year Memberships to MaFLA Will Be Awarded
PURPOSE: MaFLA’s mission encompasses the mentoring, support and professional growth of new teachers in the profession. This commendation and accompanying award recognize new teachers for demonstrated excellence. MaFLA wishes to
welcome new teachers to the state organization and to offer multiple opportunities for professional development, support,
networking, and collegiality through membership. Awardees will receive a complimentary three-year membership to the
Massachusetts Foreign Language Association (MaFLA) and all accompanying benefits.
CRITERIA FOR RECOMMENDATION/APPLICATION:
New Teacher refers to a person who, at the time of being recommended or of applying for the award is:
1. New to the world language teaching profession within the past 5 years.
2. A full-time world language teacher in Massachusetts.
The nominating letter for the new teacher must show that they demonstrate:
• Proficiency in the language(s) taught.
• Knowledge and application of current methodologies of world language teaching.
• Knowledge of the diverse learning styles of students.
• Successful communication skills with students and colleagues.
• A class atmosphere conducive to learning.
• Involvement in extra-curricular world language activities.
• Involvement in professional activities.
• Enthusiasm in his/her teaching and learning of world languages.
RECOMMENDATION/APPLICATION PROCESS:
Recommendations/applications for the commendation can be made by a school administrator, a colleague or the teacher
him/herself.
All applications must be sent to the MaFLA Board New Teacher Awards Committee Chairperson listed below by March 31,
2021.
New Teacher Commendation Application Form
Please print or type
Name:________________________________________________ Email: ____________________________
Home Address: ____________________________________________________ Phone: ________________
School Name:_____________________________________________________ Phone: ________________
School Address: _________________________________________________________________________
Classes taught in 2021-2022 : ________________________________________________________________
Years teaching: full time ______ part time ______ Years teaching World Language(s) ________

Submit the application form and supporting materials HERE by May 1, 2022.
Questions? Contact Shannon Vigeant Email: smvigeant@msn.com
The successful applicants will be notified by May 30.
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MaFLA Board of Directors Nominations
We are seeking out exceptional teachers, teacher leaders, and world language advocates!
PURPOSE: MaFLA seeks to support our state's language educators in several ways, including ensuring
our directors represent a broad range of backgrounds and contexts. To increase diversity and inclusion,
our members nominate themselves or a colleague in the profession to be considered by the nominating
committee to be added as a director on our board. In particular this year, we are looking to add to our
board : directors who are leaders in their professional life and responsibilities; directors who are adept
at creating inclusive environments, directors who will accept the challenges and are committed to creating MaFLA's Strategic Plan.The nominees are reviewed by the Nominating Committee, who brings a
slate to our board and membership for approval each fall.
TERM:
Persons elected to the Board of Directors of MaFLA serve a 4-year volunteer term (without compensation), beginning in January. Participation at board meetings (5 per year) and the conference in October
is a core part of a director's service, as well as actively engaging in committee work and volunteering at
our other professional development opportunities. Serving on the board brings a plethora of opportunities for professional and personal growth from leadership skills to networking with inspirational and
dedicated colleagues.
RECOMMENDATION/APPLICATION PROCESS:
Recommendations/applications for the commendation can be made by a school administrator, a colleague or the teacher him/herself.
All applications must be sent to the MaFLA Board New Teacher Awards Committee Chairperson listed
below by May 31, 2021.
Nominations due May 31, 2022.
Submit the application form and supporting materials HERE.
Questions? If you have any questions please contact Nominating Chair, Pat DiPillo, Ed.D.
Perseus813@aol.com
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TECH-TIPS
By Shannon Vigeant

Welcome to the new year! And with a new year, we also ring in new and updated technology, programs and applications. Although many of us are tech literate and it’s exciting to have countless innovative options, finding time in our busy teacher lives to implement or access them can be challenging. And yes, there probably is an App for that!
As part of MaFLA’s mission to support teachers and instruction, Sheng-Chu Lu and I are
featuring a tech-tips article in each MaFLA newsletter. If you missed the first article in
our Back to School edition written by Sheng-Chu, you’ll find it here (p 25). I appreciated
Sheng-Chu’s insight into judiciously selecting and using technology in the classroom as
we all recognize how precious class time is. Asking ourselves “Why am I using this particular tool?” and “How will this help my students to progress?” is good practice. I would
also note that a review of your school’s privacy and technology policies is an important
step to confirm that applications and programs are district approved.
The first article of our tech-tips column shared commentary on four tools: Flipgrid,
Nearpod, Blooklet and Word Wall. In this Winter edition, I am featuring three new tips
(Plus a bonus!)
Tech Tool #1. Life beyond Kahoot.
Let me preface this tech tip with a huge thank you to Kahoot. I love Kahoot and my students do too. But have you experienced Kahoot fatigue and are looking to provide variety? Consider a look at Gimkit. As EdTechReview author Ruth Valle noted, “It’s like Kahoot on Steroids”. (26 April 2018).
I first saw Gimkit used at a Comprehensible Input conference run by Elissa McLean
with Express Fluency. I was observing a Pre-AP class taught by Claudia Elliot and Bertha Delgadillo. (Thank you both!). Immediately realizing how this platform provided an
engaging review of concepts and/or vocabulary, I made a note to self: I must find out
more!
Created by Josh Feinsilber in 2017, who was a high school student himself at the time
(love that!), Gimkit is designed to be teacher friendly and student engaging. It can be
used on any device: laptop, tablet, or phone. Aside from the captivating games, one
thing I like about Gimkit is how easy it is to create your “kits” (the vocabulary, comprehension questions or concept based study sets utilized in the Gimkit games). Options
include:
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•Create your own questions or vocabulary manually
•Create with flashcards (super-easy to import from Quizlet or another site by simply cutting and
pasting)
•Collaborate with students or teachers signed-in to create questions using kit-collab
•Access the question bank feature using anything in Gimkit’s database.
•Import from a spreadsheet.
The ease and speed with which you can design a game set is a convenience I appreciate in my busy
teacher day.

The other real draw to Gimkit, for me, is the creative game options such as Trust No One (a spin off
of Among Us), The Floor is Lava (Students stay ahead of rising lava while working together), Draw
That (a Pictionary-style vocabulary game) or the Classic Mode where students answer questions
based on vocabulary or concepts to gain money. My students love all of these. There are more than
10 options to choose from and Gimkit continually refreshes game options to keep their choices interesting. Similar to Kahoot, Gimkit games can be assigned as homework, utilized as a warm up, used
after input as reinforcement or a review activity prior to an assessment. Essentially this is an App
game platform that can be used synchronously or asynchronously.
Gimkit now offers a free teacher limited version, or for a yearly fee you can also subscribe to its fullest offerings which allows you access to all games, audio recordings, and the ability to assign any activity as homework.
Tech Tip #2: Edpuzzle
If you haven’t tried Edpuzzle, it is a notable digital tool to integrate the interpretive mode in your instruction. Introduced in 2013 and designed by a group of former educators, Edpuzzle allows you to
share a video with either auditory or written input, and with questions or activities embedded along
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the way. Edpuzzle can also be assigned synchronously or asynchronously- in other words, this can
be done live together in class, or shared out as an assignment, homework or assessment. What I
like about EdPuzzle is that students can rewatch any segment to ensure comprehension and the
substantial quantity of videos ready to edit to suit your particular students or objectives. Edpuzzle
also tracks your students' progress by providing a grade as well as time spent on the assignment.

Pictured below is a video adapted from another Edpuzzle user (Thank you, Teresa Benedetti)
which was implemented in a unit exploring both the Inca Trail and El Camino de Santiago. As students watch the video, it pauses in places to allow students to respond to questions based on the
input, activating the interpretive mode. In addition to the wide range and quantity of videos already created, you can make your own by uploading recordings, songs or videos, and adding questions to personalize your lesson or activity. I have also embedded Edpuzzle in the quiz feature of
our learning management system (Canvas) as an assessment feature.
Similar to Tech Tip #1, Edpuzzle also has a free version for teachers which stores up to 20 videos
or a paid version which allows for much more storage. It’s accessible from a variety of devices;
however, since it often has an auditory component, it is important students can access the sound
as well. Enjoy exploring edpuzzle.
Tech Tip #3: (My favorite!) Create a Google Classroom with your colleagues to collaborate and
organize resources.
Having a hard time organizing all of the new technology, resources and ideas you saw at that recent conference? Have the best of intentions for shared departmental resources but they are buried
in hundreds of emails or files in Google Drive? (I can relate!)
I love this tech tip shared with me by Leah Devine, A Spanish teacher from Elkins High School,
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West Virginia who is a member of a great tech related Facebook group called Tech for World
Language Teachers by Rachel Lucas, administrator. (Bonus Tip: Join a few groups! There are
many out there with like minded teachers sharing resources, ideas and support). Back to Leah

and Tip #3. Along with her colleagues, she created a Google Classroom (for themselves) to
post ideas and resources and have an established space to digitally collaborate. They share favorite websites, articles, authentic input and links in their shared Google Classroom providing
a “live space” to efficiently organize resources. The screenshots below provide a visual of some
of their strategies to categorize information. Leah shared that she and her colleagues set about
this with intention by first setting norms, discussing how to organize their information, and
holding a practice session together.
Perks include easy access from any device (on the go, in the long grocery line on your phone),
notifications as colleagues share new information in the Google Classroom, and keeping continuity of collaboration alive throughout the year. This can be replicated in other LMS such as
Canvas. If you are not familiar with how to set up a google classroom this youtube video tutorial has a clear explanation. Thank you Leah, for sharing your tip!
We at MaFLA hope that our Tech Tips Column has been helpful. Stay tuned for the next installment in our MaFLA newsletter. Feel free to reach out to me with any questions relating to
this article. Wishing that your new year is off to a successful start!
Email: smvigeant@msn.com
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Language Acquisition vs Language Learning
Marcel LaVergne Ed.D.
The concept of acquiring versus learning a language was brought to the forefront by Stephen
Krashen in the 1980s (1). In spite of the many years since then, L2 teachers often do not understand the difference between them. Although in general we refer to 1st language acquisition and
2nd language learning, Krashen believes that acquisition and learning can be applied to both.
This article will attempt to clarify the differences between them and its impact on the four language skills, on achievement Vs proficiency Vs performance goals, on error correction strategies
and will illustrate topic and task-based activities.
Language Acquisition: lis- Language Learning: listening and speaking
tening speaking, reading,
writing
At the very basic, language
acquisition refers to the pro- This refers to the process by
cess by which we normally
which one learns a second
acquire our native language. language in an academic setIt is a subconscious and unin- ting by means of instruction.
tended process whereby as a It is the conscious and intendchild we acquired the vocabu- ed and explicit instruction of
lary and the grammar rules of the rules of grammar includthe language without realizing ing the exceptions to the
that it was happening. Of the rules, of syntactical patterns,
four language skills, we were and of vocabulary developexposed to countless hours of ment. Hours of practice dolistening to the language as it ing drills and exercises evenwas spoken by our parents,
tually lead to using the lanour siblings, and other people guage with some degree of acaround us. This is sometimes curacy. Utterances are made
referred to as the silent period by following the rules and
during which time we relearning focuses on the form
ceived native language input rather than on the meanwhich contained the words
ing. Unlike acquisition which
and the structure of the landepends primarily on the lisguage. As a result of trying
tening skill and which exorally to communicate our
presses itself through speakwishes and desires and after
ing, learning focuses on all
many trial and error attempts, four language skills. The rewe acquired fluency in the
sults are that in most cases, in
spoken language in a matter
spite of knowing the rules of
of a few years but could not
the language, the student’s
explain the underlining rules ability to read and write the
that made the utterance
language far surpasses their
grammatically correct, nor
ability to speak it with any decould we read or write the
gree of fluency.
language. The purpose of language at that stage was only
Experience has shown us that,
communication.
although young children acquire their native language,
they can also acquire a second
language when exposed to a
bilingual setting and/or are in
an elementary school immer-

sion program. When learning
a second language adults have
a better chance of success
when exposed to both acquisition and learning strategies.
Consequently, by understanding the difference between acquisition and learning, world
language teachers can develop
teaching strategies that incorporate both.
Developing the listening,
speaking, reading, writing skills
1. In the development of the
four language skills it’s important to consider the role of
input, intake, and output relative to acquisition Vs learning:
•Input is all the aural
(listening) and visual
(reading) language that people are exposed to on a day-to
-day basis.
•Intake is the specific aural
(listening) and visual
(reading) language that people notice and internalize
from the vast amount of input
to which they are exposed.
•Output is the oral and written language that people produce from the intake as they
speak and write in L2.
2. The four language skills are
often described as receptive
and productive. Listening and
reading are receptive skills
because they provide the in-
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Language Acquisition vs Language Learning
Marcel LaVergne Ed.D.
put containing the words and the
rules of the language. Speaking
and writing are productive skills
because they are the means by
which we produce the output.
Accuracy Vs Fluency
1. Accuracy is the quality or state
of being able to produce language that is accurate, exact, acceptable, and precise. This is
usually the result of learning a
language because the focus is on
the mechanics of language and
students are expected to:
•produce clear and accurate
speaking or writing;
•produce language free from
grammar mistakes;
•spell and/or pronounce words
correctly; and
•produce language appropriate
to the situation and/or context.

2. Fluency is the quality or state
of being fluent, especially in
speech or writing. It is the ability
to produce language easily,
smoothly, and expressively. This
is usually the result of acquiring
a language because the focus is
on communication and the students are expected to:
•converse freely with native
speakers on a variety of topics;
•express themselves meaningfully;
•make themselves understood
with a minimum of errors;
•achieve a certain level of automaticity; and
•create language rather than react to it.
Achievement Vs Proficiency
Vs Performance

learning to form the past tense,
students are asked to conjugate
verbs in the past tense or to
change the verb from the present
to the past tense in isolated nonauthentic sentences. This is usually what happens when the focus is on learning a language.

rect all errors, local and global,
which frustrates and discourages
even the most dedicated of students. Correction strategies differ according to the goal of the
particular lesson: achievementtype drill work leading to the
learning of vocabulary and
grammar focuses on accuracy by
A proficiency-based curriculum correcting all errors, but profiputs students in authentic real- ciency-type activities leading tolife situations by asking them to ward acquiring fluency demand
actually use the past tense to im- only selective error correction.
part information, i.e., “What did
you do last Sunday.” When stu- Topic/Task-based Activities
dents have the opportunity to
perform using language in a
As children acquire their 1st lanrange of contexts to be encoun- guage they use that language to
tered in the target language, car- get things done and to satisfy
rying out a range of functions
their needs. This ability can also
likely to be necessary in dealing be achieved in a language learnwith others in the target culture, ing environment by means of
and expressing their own mean- topic and/or task-based activiing as early as possible, the em- ties. According to Lee (3), a taskphasis is on acquiring the lanbased activity is a procedure
guage.
by which students have to use
the target language in real-life
Error Correction: Local Vs
situations in order to achieve a
Global Errors
specific outcome. Krashen (2)
defines a topic-based activity as
When engaged in error correcone in which oral communication, teachers need to consider
tion goals may be expressed in
what mistakes to correct and
terms of situations in which the
how to correct them. In 1st lanlanguage is used i.e., in a hotel,
guage acquisition, parents rarely function of the interaction i.e.,
correct errors of form, i.e., minor request for information, and toperrors of pronunciation, gender ic of communication i.e., obtainagreement, etc. that do not affect ing lodging.
the meaning. According to
Krashen (1), parents “attend far It’s obvious that the needs of bamore to the truth value of what
bies/toddlers differ from those
the child is saying rather than to of older individuals who need to
the form.” Those minor errors
engage in language activities that
are called local errors. Parents
allow them to establish social
do however correct errors of
relationships, to transmit and
meaning that cause incorrect
ask for information, to express
facts, misunderstanding, and
feelings, likes, and dislikes, or to
miscommunication. Those are
discuss content with others.
called global errors.

An achievement-based curricund
lum consists of teaching content, In 2 language learning, teachfacts, and rules. For example, in ers expecting accuracy often cor27
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Lee (3) states that task-based activities take into account the following principals regarding both communication and classroom dynamics:
1. Communication is the expression, interpretation, and negotiation of meaning.
2. Communication requires two or more autonomous participants.
3. In the classroom, communication should privilege the learner’s use of the language, not the instructor’s.
The following is an example of a task-based activity. Students are tasked to discover what they and their
classmates did last week and to decide how active they were.
Task-based Activities: What did you do last week?
1. Working with a partner, indicate if each activity is physically active or not. You must both agree.
Yes No
Dancing at a party
____ ____
Riding a bike
____ ____
Listening to music
____ ____
Playing a sport
____ ____
Reading a book
____ ____
Watching TV
____ ____
Writing a letter
____ ____
Talking on the telephone ____ ____
Doing housework
____ ____
Compare your answers to that of the class.
2. Add three activities not stated above to the list, preferably three that you and your partner engage in,
and indicate if they are physically active or not.
Yes No
______________________________________ ____ ____
______________________________________ ____ ____
______________________________________ ____ ____
Compare your activities with those of your classmates.
3. Interview your partner about what he or she did last week. Keep track of the answers because you
will need them in #4.
Model:
--Did you go shopping last week?
--Yes, I did. I went to the Mall.
4. Based on your partner’s answers, rate his/her week according to the following scale:
Not active
somewhat active
active
very active
5. Using your evaluations of each other’s activities, draw a class profile to indicate the level of activity of
the class.
Not active
somewhat active
active
very active
One of the benefits of task-based learning is that the activities allow students to use the language they
know freely and creatively as long as they are able to complete the overall task. Error correction can be
done at the end of the lesson if necessary but not during the activity, so you encourage fluency and moti28
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vate students to use the language.
According to Krashen (2), topic-based activities contain topics that are intrinsically interesting or
meaningful so that the students’ attention is focused on the content of the utterance instead of on the
form.
The following is an example of a topic-based activity. Students are asked to introduce themselves to
one another, to tell their age and birthdays, to talk about their families, and to share common interests.
Topic-based activities: situations, functions, topics

Situation: in a classroom
Function of the interaction: students introducing one another
Topics of communication: introductions, age, address, family, common interests
1. In groups of 2 or 4, students introduce themselves to one another, state their age and birthday.
Hi. I’m/my name is Bill Smith. I’m 16 years old and my birthday is March 12th.
2. Students give their address and talk about their family.
I live at 235 Walnut Street with my family. I have 1 older brother and 2 younger sisters. My father and mother own a small bakery.

3. Students share their interests.
I like to read about history, play basketball and pool, enjoy country music, and hang with my
friends.
4. Each student introduces another student to the rest of the class.
Lee (3) states that some of the benefits of topic-based activities are that they
1. allow students to practice new vocabulary;
2. provide comprehensible input to facilitate acquisition;
3. create opportunities for student oral production;
4. instill a sense of group belonging and cohesion which will contribute to lower affective filters.
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Conclusion
By understanding the difference between language acquisition and language learning, L2 teachers can
improve the teaching of world languages by planning activities that take advantage of the best of 1 st
language acquisition and 2nd language learning. The four language skills can be developed according to
the natural acquisition of those abilities and curriculum can be tailored to focus on both achievement/
accuracy and proficiency/fluency activities. Topic-based and task-based activities that encourage students to use the language freely and creatively will help them develop communicative skills in a more
natural fashion.
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Proclamation from Governor Baker
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MaFLA EDUCATOR IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Name: Allison Angelico
School: The Pingree School
Location of school: South Hamilton (North Shore)
Teacher of… Spanish 2, Advanced Seminars (level 4),
Spanish 5 AP and Everyday Spanish through Multimedia
(all levels)
GRADES: 9-12

MAFLA: Tell us a little
about yourself.

While I am not teaching (or
grading) I can be found dancI teach high school Spanish at ing, dabbling in photography
the Pingree School just north or studying Italian.
of Boston. I’m also a student MaFLA: You’ve taught a
advisor, the Assistant Sailing wide range of students
Coach, Co-Coordinator for
and levels. What teaching
our Barcelona Exchange and skills do you find work
a New Teacher Mentor.
with all the grades that
How I got here: At the age of you teach?

I try to gamify activities when
possible.

Formative assessments help
me gauge how my students
are processing the material
and I often switch things up
with multimedia: a pop song,
or a pop (surprise) dance lesson, such as the basic steps to
salsa or bachata; using film
shorts, artworks, tv series or
12 I chose to study Spanish
I’d say the most important
rather than French being that piece is lowering the affective feature films.
I had just spent the summer
filter; students need to feel
Providing opportunities for
with exchange students from safe and accepted in order to students to practice and proAlicante, Spain. Years later I try new things and take risks, duce is crucial so I do a ton of
landed at the University of
which is the core of learning a partner and small group
Sevilla for half of my undersecond language, so my prior- work; and I float about to
grad studies and then did my ity is to ensure they feel seen, help with questions, to valimasters work at the Universi- heard and celebrated by indate usage, to correct and rety of Granada (Centro de len- corporating their interests
direct.
guas modernas). Fast forand input as best I can.
Over the years, I’ve adopted
ward a bit more and I am in
Because play is so key to our strategies from a range of
my 16th year teaching and
well-being, no matter the age, practices: Immersion classloving it.
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mon to be bilingual or multilingual. Language is at the core of
human connection and I believe
connection to be essential.
MaFLA: So then what
would be your advice to another teacher making the
transition to proficiencybased teaching?

room, OWL’s student-centered
circle conversations, IPAs and
the Flipped Classroom. A goal
of mine is to incorporate CI.
MaFLA: What do you like
best about being a teacher
and helping students every
day?

over the next few decades? - or where do you
see yourself in making the
transition to teaching for
proficiency.

I would say go for it and relish
in the feedback on how they enjoy the activities and are proud
of what they have accomplished. MaFLA conferences
and other PDs were where I got
the tools to dive in if anyone is
wondering how to start.

MaFLA: What are some of
the fun things you like to
do in class? How have
I will say that I have been intrigued and have been dabbling they affected your teaching
and students’ learning?
with proficiency in my classroom for some time now. I re- As I mentioned earlier, incorpoally see the value in helping our rating multimedia and movestudents develop skills that they ment have made a noticeable
can use on their own.
difference in my classes. Some
of what I use are Quizlet live,
When a student, bright eyed
Spot it!, puppet shows, skits,
and sporting a huge smile,
shares with me how they helped video projects, musical chairs
with questions, dance lessons,
a couple with directions or a
and pop songs.
ticket purchase using their

What I love about being a
teacher is that year after year I
get to share the things I am passionate about with wonderful,
fun personalities. My goal is
not just to teach them skills, but
that learning a language can be
enjoyable and opens doors to
new and fun experiences
through culture, music, dance, Spanish, I am overjoyed and am I do daily check-ins where stufilm, art, history and literareminded how valid teaching
dents talk to each other and the
ture.
proficiency is.
class as a whole about a variety
of things: their weekends, faMaFLA: Since the profiI’m not quite sure how it will
vorite things, plans, hobbies,
ciency movement is so
evolve, but I hope to see lannew, how do you think lan- guage learning valued more and etc. This may not be the highguage teaching will evolve more to where it is more com- lighted “fun” activity of the
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they do well.

MaFLA: Is there anyChoice is often incorporated thing else you would
like to share?
into lessons and projects,
such as a multiple intelliI’ll just add that having flexgences-based menu of prod- ibility and autonomy to
ucts as summative assessteach our department’s curments. After a film, novel
riculum has allowed me to
or unit is covered, students be more creative in the
may pick from a variety of
classroom, and that my colways to demonstrate their
laborative team of colunderstanding - a rap, pod- leagues is a major source of
cast or board game, for in- inspiration and support.
stance.
MaFLA: You have been
I’ve also had a ton of success incorporating Socradeclass, but my students report back that they like and my’s 5 Cs into my rubrics
appreciate kicking off class where students are assessed
on Conceptual Understandwith a somewhat guided
conversation as a warm up, ing, Critical Thinking, Creaand that it helps them “get tion, Curation and Communication. It has allowed me
into the Spanish zone.”
to provide specific feedback
MaFLA: What do you do for my students so that they
to motivate students?
can more easily identify
My first and most imtheir strengths and areas in
portant goal always is to
need of improvement.
find a way to connect with
my students so that they are
comfortable to take risks in
class. I begin each course
explaining what proficiency
is and that I’ll expect them
to make mistakes because
they are part of the process.
It probably goes without
saying that students are
more likely to hear my constructive feedback when I
am quick to point out what

an active member of
MaFLA. How has your
membership inspired
your teaching?
I really enjoy being a student and have always enjoyed attending conferences
where I learn new strategies
and meet others in my
field. Much of what I do in
my classroom has its roots
at conferences and other
PD.
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MaFLA PROGRAMMING

CLICK FOR MORE INFORMATION

This is a 3-day Immersion Institute for teachers of French and Spanish. A maximum of 30 Content
PDP’s will be awarded. Participants may also earn 2 Graduate Credits from Westfield State University
for an additional fee and completion of a written assignment. MaFLA members may choose to attend
all 3 days or 1 or 2 days. MaFLA members who have native or near-native fluency in French or Spanish
are invited to send a session proposal to Joyce Beckwith (MmeJoyB@aol.com) by April 1, 2022. The
program and registration fees plus information on Graduate Credits will be available late Spring.

We hope you enjoyed this edition of the newsletter! Do you have an article you have been thinking about submitting?
Ideas you want to share with MaFLA Members?
Reach out with questions, commendations, ideas and/or thoughts! CarlosLBrown@gmail.com
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